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Abstract:

Objective: We used brain diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tractography to analyze the severity of patients with PLP1-related disorders (Pelizaeus- Merzbacher disease and spastic paraplegia type 2).

Methods: Twenty-five male patients (ranged from 0.7 to 43.5 years) with PLP1-related disorder were included in this DTI study. Subjects were classified according to best motor function acquired before 5 years into five categories (from PMD0 without motor acquisition to PMD4 with autonomous walking). We performed a quantitative DTI study on different brain regions of white or grey matter, tracking of the cortico-spinal fascicles (CSF) and whole brain tractography.

Results: No difference was observed between severity groups on quantitative DTI parameters (apparent diffusion coefficient, fractional anisotropy, radial and axial diffusivities) using two different DTI software. Tractography of the CSF did not reveal significant differences that could permit to distinguish severity groups. On the contrary, whole brain tractography seems to be a more relevant approach with high abnormalities in fibers from semi-oval centers and corpus callosum linked to clinical severity.

Conclusion: To distinguish early the clinical severity of patients with PLP-pathies is a present challenge to consider early therapeutical approaches in these disorders. Tractography of whole brain could be an interesting way of classifying patients and following disease’s severity.